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(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Recorded in a remodeled veterinary clinic in Fall Creek, WI,

Bon Iver heads in new musical direction on this eponymous sophomore CD, thanks to guest artists

"allowed ... to come in and change the scene." Our matching folio features all 10 tracks from the

GRAMMY -winning album: Beth/Rest * Calgary * Hinnom, TX * Holocene * Lisbon, OH * Michicant *

Minnesota, WI * Perth * Towers * Wash.
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This is a very simple music book. But whatever, it's not the book's fault that the music is easy to

play on the piano. ALTHOUGH, some of the music does not sound quite as I would expect or

remember from the actual songs, but that happens with most music whenever it is transcribed to

another instrument. The book quality itself is very nice and the quality of the album artwork on the

front is really good. I recommend it to whoever needs the music for a very excellent album. So far, I

enjoy it. When I started to play it, the difference in the sound kind of distracted me which, to me,

ruined the initial experience, however, I can get used to it. It is after all, on a different instrument

than what was used on the actual song record. If you want something more advanced, I don't know

if there is anything else available, and if there were... I would be greatly disappointed because I did

not find one.

Obviously I love the music, however it doesn't translate so well to a piano piece when it is meant to

be layered with vocals and other textures.I bought this book to play around with the melodies and it



is just fine for that, but beware if you think this will allow you to sit down at the piano and sound like

Justin Vernon.

Most of these reviewers are pretty skilled as this book is quite a challenge for me! But I love it!

I'm a little disappointed in this book. I consider myself advanced so this is too easy for me. The

chords are pretty but very, very simple. It's easy to take what's on the page and embellish it to be a

little more challenging, but I'm sure I could have easily found the guitar tabs online and simply

figured the chord voicings out for myself.I will keep since all my friends love this album, and they will

find it beautiful to listen to me play. But if you're looking for a challenging and impressive

soundtrack, I'd recommend the Price and Prejudice soundtrack. Now THAT'S worth your $12.50.
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